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About This Game

GET YOUR BRAIN BUZZING with each new challenge in the latest installment of the multi award-winning wacky contraption
series - CRAZY MACHINES ELEMENTS. Play with Fire, harness the power of water and control the wind to set off the most

insanely creative chain reactions! Build crazy machines from everyday objects and bizarre components. Utilize the elements
(fire, water and wind) to discover all the fantastic possibilities available to you! Experiment by night, in the snow or rain! Use

the cloud machine and generate lightning, tornadoes and rain to complete your crazy chain reactions; real physics will
simultaneously be your best ally and your toughest enemy. Take your pick of challenging and zany puzzles to solve, using cool
parts like the clone cannon, monster trucks, fire breathing dragons, and more! Compete with your friends to see who can make

the coolest machine. Design and try out your own wacky inventions using the built-in editor. Loads of totally wacky chain
reactions are just waiting to be created, so put your brain to the test by carrying out zany experiments as the nutty inventor in

CRAZY MACHINES ELEMENTS! Your lab awaits you.

Key Features:

Harness the Power of the Elements: Fire, Water and Wind

True Newtonian Physics

Next Gen 3d Graphics

Hundreds of Levels and Parts
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Control the weather: make it rain, snow and even light up the sky with lightening!

Experiment by day or night
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Title: Crazy Machines Elements
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Fakt Software
Publisher:
Viva Media
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2011
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English,French,German,Italian
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0.2 hours on record as multiplayer online does not work DONT BUY THIS GAME IF YOU EXPECT TO PLAY IT ONLINE.
Fix X One controller support and I'm happy to give it two thumbs up.. It's the only VR shooter so far that doesn't make me
motion sick - they nailed it!
I love the combo of a shooter with the strategy element of tower defense, somehow it balances the action-packed shooting.
. mockup killing floor, not too bad, the dlc is then mockup of stalker

borne out of someone misspelling name of dota 2 and assuming by weird rumours that it is actually not moba \/ shooter with
absurd levels of gore

however infinite modes are anyway too lazily made, worth at most that exact 1 shekel
\u043a\u0430\u0437\u0430\u0445\u0441\u0442\u0430\u043d \u0443\u0433\u0440\u043e\u0436\u0430\u0435\u0442
\u043d\u0430\u043c \u0431\u043e\u043c\u0431\u0430\u0440\u0434\u0438\u0440\u043e\u0432\u043a\u043e\u0439. Fun
with friends.. What is really annoying are the RNG functions at needless spots in the game.

Here two examples:
Fatigue:
My cheated gladiator (all skills at 200...) won over an opponent in ONE round and got flagged as tired for NINE days.

Injury:
The same gladiator got hitten once with very little damage at another match and was injured for several days... well, hm, ok.
Another gladiator (level 1 and unmodified) fought a match within many rounds and left it close to death. No fatigue days and no
injury!

And the calculation for the weapoon / armor condition erosion:
In a 2v2 battle one of mine gladiotor neither executed a strike nor received one, but weapon and armor wore down.

Since I am at the first season, I cannot look at other aspects of the game like all the barrack upgrades and whatelse will be
offered in this game.
But theses two topics I meantioned above are kinda preventing me of going on with the game.
But maybe I ma just too tetchy.

If these things are corrected and more armor and weapon types, more fighting actions are implemented, a price of 20 euro
would be justified.
An extended and revised version of this game has potential to be named as very good.. Even in Early Access the game is very
enjoyable, and I haven't had a game breaking bug show up since I picked the title up a good while back. The devs are very
responsive on the forums, always a plus in an EA title. This game definitely falls into the time killer category, as I fire it up to
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play around a bit and find myself still playing a few hours later. The class variations (and the addition of new prestige classes)
provide a good deal of replayability even before it's feature complete.. Certainly very relaxing, and a joy to play as it gets more
complex and forces you to get more creative.. Loved the game! A fun game with good art and story.
Every character is interesting and all the routes are worth playing.
My only problem with the game is how short it is, I want more!!

Anyway great job with the game and I hope for future games by the developer (hopefully longer!).
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This is pretty fun game :-). Amazingly accurately responsive.. The game itself is fun and challenging but what make me keep
coming back is trying to beat the high score.. You don't have clearence, this unit does not care. Sexy game, sexy graphics. The
humor in this game is just straight up lulzy and it is only for the cheap price of ten dollars. This game feels like those old school
arcade games at Chuck E Cheese's
. Waking up in a bathroom; and then there is this strange place with narrow corridors and an odd collection of paintings. -
What may sound like just another SAW-inspired game (to those who are not familiar with older stories of the horror genre like
myself) turns out to be an interesting story based on much older references. But even if you don't understand all these links to
other stories, the game still offers an entertaining story.

The goal in the first part of the game is best summarized with getting to know the gameplay and solving some already
challenging puzzles. Depending on your patience you may find these easier or harder, fact is - you need to collect as many
information as possible or you end up trying all possible combinations instead of combining existing hints.

The graphics are good looking (as usual for Unreal games with efforts put in asset design). The atmosphere is consistent with the
different stages of the level however there are still enough changes throughout the level.

Currently, there are some minor and major bugs. At least the former may result in problems for players who do not know the
solution, yet, because some information is missing or some other problem makes the player stuck in a location. However, the
developers are working on these issues as stated in the news stream. Thus my recommendation to you is: if you have fun with
trying to solve a puzzle even if you need to replay a good portion of the game, then this is a definitive yes. Otherwise, you may
better wait till a more stable version regarding gameplay is released.. HIS? More like HIV.
I'm pretty sure this game gave my computer AIDS.

UPDATE: Like Coeco, (his review is here) the devs have constantly tried to friend me on Steam. Whatever their intentions
were, they're blocked now.. I\u2019d be lying if I said that this review would be as negative as the other two games. Now, I may
be suffering from Stockholm syndrome from continuously playing all three games in a row, but I find this game more enjoyable
than the other two. I may actually even have to recommend it ;__;

The opening did not give us much to go off on\u2014a monotonous comic strip will NOT capture the audience\u2019s
attention, especially when you\u2019re trying to explain what has happened from Alien Breed 2. That\u2019s my only real issue
with the beginning. It seems that Team 17 did try to make a difference with their game. They did stick to the run-to-here-and-
back game mechanic through the entirety of the game, but they threw in many more dynamic scenes and gameplay experience
as far as ways in which you shoot aliens. Now that they\u2019re raising Klein as your main antagonist, I find it a lot more
enjoyable, especially when listening to his stereotypical German accent. <3

Very \u2018OK\u2019 boss battles. I actually kind of enjoyed fighting the aliens, especially in the water scenes (which I can
also appreciate). They also brought in a new type of alien that while I like, I also dislike. I feel that the Electro-shocker is a bit
overpowered, and would have worked better if it could not actively fight on land, since that was what I assumed from the first
few that I had encountered. It would have made more sense, because the game shows that electricity will hurt you if it\u2019s
spread above water.

And ooooh my god, the comic scene for the last chapter is so lovely. SO LOVELY. It\u2019s just so sick and cruel and yet I
can\u2019t help but love Klein even more for being such an evil lunatic. I just LOVE it, even though I know I wouldn\u2019t
really enjoy his company in real life. I did not enjoy the ending.

Team 17 made this trilogy with the interests of making money only, after seeing interest in their Worms series starting to
dwindle. They made and released all three of these games in the same year. A LOT of content was reused in the first two games,
but I also see a lot more introduced into this final game. I\u2019m not sure what got them to put in more effort into this last one,
but I can say that it is OK. Not BAD, per say, but OK.

I\u2019m not sure why this game got as much bad rep as the other two games, but I\u2019d still say get this game when
it\u2019s discounted at least 75%, but if you were going to pick any of the three, play this one first.. I think that most people are
expecting to be able to have a lot of money and be able to build anything, but that is not the case. I don't recommend this game
if your looking for a simulator.
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